SOME CONSIDERATIONS AS TO THE NEW MEXICAN
FOREIGN INVESTMENT LAW
BY: ALEJANDRO LOPEZ-VELARDE1
INTRODUCTION
México has been experiencing dramatic legal changes since the last year of the de la
Madrid administration2 Through the present Salinas administration. One reason is the
implementation of NAFTA: another reason is the effort to remove any possible barrier that could
affect México’s new open market policy. As evidence of this new policy, aside from NAFTA,
México is lobbying to become part of different commercial blocks such as (i) the so-called group
of three (México, Colombia and Venezuela); (ii) Central American countries: (iii) MERCOSUR
countries (Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay); and (iv) the Pacific Rim.
THE NEW FOREIGN INVESTMENT LAW (“FIL”)
The new FIL shows the first change in its defensive name from the Law to Promote Mexican
Investment and to Regulate Foreign Investment (“1973 FIL”) to the Foreign Investment Law.
The FIL went into effect in late December 1993,3 replacing (i) the 1973 FIL; 4 (ii) the Organic
Act of Section 1, Article 27 of the Constitution;5 and (iii) the Act establishing the transitory need
to obtain permits for the acquisition of goods by foreigners and for the incorporation or
modification of Mexican corporations having or which may have foreign partners.6 The
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Regulation to the Law to Promote Mexican Investment and to Regulate Foreign Investment7
(“1989 FIL Regulation”) continues in effect so long as it does not contradict the FIL and until
such time as the new regulation is issued under the FIL.8
The primary purposes for promulgating a new FIL were (i) to raise to the level of law the
proceedings and rules established in the 1989 FIL Regulation, which has facilitated the
participation of foreign investment in México,9 (ii) to establish a foreign investment legal system
not only for the purposes of NAFTA but also for international foreign investment standards in
order to give legal security to investors who bring their capital to México,10 and (iii) to establish
clear rules to channel international capital into productive activities.11
The FIL does not give any special treatment to NAFTA investors since México also needs
to attract foreign investment form countries other than NAFTA countries. In general, México
tries to support its current economic model of development based on free trade and openness to
foreign investment. 12 Nevertheless. NAFTA investors will enjoy the dispute settlement
mechanism, the remittance provisions and other privileges, such as the possibility of opening
wholly-owned bank subsidiaries in México while other foreign banks will be unable to do so.
The FIL, as its predecessor, contemplates the same economic activities, which could be
subject to specific regulations. Nevertheless, the FIL did not consider the 49% foreign
investment-51% national investment general rule contemplated by article 5 of the 1973 FIL.13
However, foreign investors still have to prepare analysis if their investments are within the
activities reserved for Mexicans or they are subject to specific percentages. In these categories,
the FIL establishes the following activities:
7
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A.
Reserved Activities for the State. The Mexican Constitution, article 28 (IV), establishes
the so-called strategic areas which are exclusively reserved for the state, and of course, represent
the areas most resistant to liberalization.14 Moreover, the constitution and the FIL dictate that
further activities set forth in the laws issued by Congress should also be considered strategic
areas. As a result, investors will have to observe the applicable law related to their investment
activity in order to see if their activity is not subject to specific regulations.15
B.
Reserved Activities and Corporations for the Mexicans or Mexican Corporations
with Foreigners’ Exclusion Clause.16 In these activities 17 Foreign Investors cannot participate
directly, through trust, agreements, partnership or corporate agreements, pyramiding structures,
or other mechanisms granting control or participation. They can only participate through neutral
investment.18
The FIL eliminates the following activities as reserved activities and corporations for
Mexicans. (i) domestic air and maritime transportation; (ii) exploitation of forestry resources; and
(iii) cable television.
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C.
Activities and Acquisitions with Specific Restrictions. The FIL increases the activities
and corporations that are subject to specific percentages.19 Percentages of foreign participation
run form 10%, 25%, 30%, and 49%. The 1973 FIL and the 1989 FIL Regulation did not allow
direct foreign investment in domestic air transportation. Right now, for instance, foreign airlines
could invest up to 25% in either Mexicana or Aeroméxico. Also, foreign investment can
participate un to 49% in telecommunication companies such as Teléfonos de México.20
D.
Activities and Corporations that Can Exceed the Maximum Percentage through
Favorable Resolution. Today, the FIL dictates in which economic activities or corporations the
foreign investment can exceed the maximum percentage through a favorable resolution from the
National Commission of Foreign Investment (“the Commission”). They include (i) port services
to the ships to carry out their interior navigation operations, such as towing, rope grip and
lighterage; (ii) shipping companies dedicated to the exploitation of ships exclusively in foreign
commerce; (iii) administration of airline terminals; (iv) private services of pre-school,
elementary, junior high, high school, college and combined education; (v) legal services ; (vi)
credit information corporations; (vii) securities rating institutions; (viii) insurance agents; (ix)
cellular telephony; (x) construction of pipelines for the transportation of oil and derivative
products; (xi) drilling of oil and gas wells; and (xii) the construction industry and public works.21
In an effort to terminate any discretionary faculty and to simplify applicable criteria that
the Commission shall observe in granting favorable resolutions, article 5 of the 1973 FIL, refers
to the Commission’s power to decide on the increase of the percentage of foreign capital
participation when, in its judgment, it benefits the nation’s economic interest; and the 17 criteria
that were established in order to grant favorable resolution in article 13 of the 1973 FIL, were not
included in the FIL. Instead, the FIL dictates that the importance of foreign investment for
México is only to reduce the requirements established in its article 29. Today, the Commission,
upon resolving and application, shall impose only requirements that do not distort international
trade and, in general, will take into account the following criteria: (i) impact on employment and
training of workers, (ii) technical contribution, (iii) compliance with environmental laws and (iv)
19
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the contribution to increased competition of the nation’s productivity plan. The FIL also provides
that any application that is not resolved in a term of 45 working days from the date of
presentation shall be considered approved.22
The integration of the Commission was increased in order to give participation to more
Secretariats as to the general policy applicable to foreign investment. Also, any authorities having
competence over the matters to be dealt with at the meeting of the Commission may be invited to
participate. The new Secretariats are (i) Social Development; (ii) communications and
Transportation; and (iii) Tourism.23 In general, the Commission has to establish the policy in
foreign investment matters, resolve the participation terms and conditions of foreign investment
and establish criteria for the application of legal provisions on the matter.24
In case a foreign investor wants to participate in a Mexican corporation in a proportion
higher than 49%, directly or indirectly, he will need a favorable resolution from the commission
if the total value of the assets of the relevant corporation exceeds the sum to be annually
determined by the Commission.25
E.
Restricted Zone. Article 27 (I) of the Constitution is designed to exert control over one of
the troubled aspects of the nation’s economy. This article dictates that only Mexicans by birth or
naturalization and Mexican corporations have the right to acquire ownership of land. Water and
their easements or to obtain concessions for the exploitation of mines or water. The Mexican state
may grant the same rights to foreigners through the so-called “Calvo clause.” Under the Calvo
clause, foreigners must consider themselves as nationals and agree not to invoke the protection of
their governments. In case of noncompliance with the Calvo clause, they may have to forfeit the
property they have acquired to the nation. Foreigners cannot directly acquire real estate in the
restricted zone, which includes all land within 100 kilometers of Mexican borders and 50
kilometers from its beaches.26
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Despite the prohibition in the Constitution, the FIL now establishes that Mexican
corporations with foreign exclusion clauses can acquire real property directly in the restricted
zone in any economic activity, as long as (i) the foreign investors have agreed to the Calvo clause
conditions; (ii) the real estate is acquired for nonresidential purposes; and (iii) the acquisition is
recorded before the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Also, it is now possible for Mexican corporations, without foreign exclusion clauses, and
foreign individuals or corporations to indirectly acquire real estate for residential purposes in the
restricted zone through trust.27
The 1973 FIL established in its article 18 that the only way to obtain real property in the
restricted zone was through the trust mechanism. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs was
empowered to grant authorization to credit institutions as fiduciaries in the domain of real estate
destined for industrial and tourist activities. As can be seen, the FIL not only allows to acquire
direct real property through Mexican subsidiaries in any economic activity (tourism the trust
mechanism for residential purposes.28
The likely arguments present to the Mexican Congress for establishing these new rules for
the restricted zone could have been that during the last three decades, a great deal of foreign
investment has been allocated in the restricted zone through the form of trust and complicated
stock ownership schemes. As a result, the uncertainty of not having clear title to land scared
many potential investors away. Article 27 (I) of the Constitution expressly restrict investment to
only Mexicans or Mexicans corporations but it does not prohibit Mexican corporations with
foreign exclusion clauses.
The approval of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is required for foreign investors or
corporations to acquire beneficial rights to land under a trust in the restricted zone. However,
fiduciaries are not required to obtain authorization of the acquisition of property outside the
restricted zone, even when the beneficiary is a foreign individual or corporation.29
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall grant authorization considering the requirements of
the FIL Applications shall be resolved within 30 working days following the date of their
presentation. Real estate for nonresidential purposes shall be resolved within 15 working days;
otherwise, the corresponding permit or registration shall be deemed approved.30
Them term of the trust was increased. Now, it is fifty years and is renewable at the request
of the interested party. The trusts that were granted pursuant to the 1973 FIL will obtain all the
benefits established in Chapter II Title II of the FIL.31
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F.
Corporations. In case a foreign investor wants to participate in any existing Mexican
corporation in a proportion higher than 49%, directly or indirectly, he will need a favorable
resolution from the Commission as long as the total value of the assets of the relevant corporation
exceeds the sum to be annually determined by the Commission. As of the date of the new FIL,
article tenth transitory dictates that until the Commission establishes the sum of the total value of
the assets, the amount of $85 million new pesos is hereby determined.32 In granting favorable
resolution, the Commission will have to apply the rules established in article 29 mentioned
above.
The FIL did not contemplate the restrictions established in articles 8 and 9 of the 1973
FIL in which a preferential option to Mexicans was granted in the acquisition of established
corporations or of their control and the requirement to obtain authorization from the
corresponding Secretariat, according to the branch of economic activity involved.33
Furthermore, the FIL does not allow the Commission discretionary powers to decide on
the expansion of established foreign investment to manufacture new product lines, enter into new
economic activities or open new facilities.34
A permit form the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is required for (i) the incorporation of
corporations and (ii) the change of their corporate name or modification of the foreigners’
exclusion clause for a foreigners’ admission clause.35
In order for foreign corporations to carry out acts of commerce in México, authorization
from SECOFI needs to be obtained for subsequent recording with the Public Registry of
Commerce. Applications must be granted within 15 working days following the date of their
presentation.36
Furthermore, Mexican corporations with participation of foreign individuals or
corporations, branches of foreign investors and trusts with foreign beneficiaries shall be
registered with the Registry of Foreign Investments.37
In the economic activities or corporations which are not expressly regulated in the
sections mentioned above, or in the corresponding applicable law to the economic activity where
the capital will be invested, foreigners may participate in investments or make acquisitions in
general without limitations. In this way, the FIL represents a substantial liberalization for the
participation of foreign investment in different economic activities.38
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THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT (“NAFTA”)
NAFTA defines investment in a broad way to assure favorable treatment for most related
activities.39 In the Mexican case, under chapter 11 the following investors and investments will
be protected: (i) investors from United States and Canada; (ii) investments made by the investors
from the united Stats or Canada; and (iii) investments made by corporations which are controlled
by investors from non-NAFTA countries, as long as the corporations have been incorporated in
the United States or Canada and they carry out economic activities in such countries. For
instance, the investments made by Volkswagen of México in the United States and Canada are
protected by chapter 11; nevertheless, the direct investments made by Volkswagen of Germany
are not protected. As a result, chapter 11 is not exclusively reserved to NAFTA investors.40
Basically, chapter 11 and its corresponding annexes dictate the following rules:
A.
National Treatment. NAFTA requires the application of national treatment to NAFTA’s
investors. A NAFTA country shall deal no less favorably with investors from another party than
its own investors with respect to the establishment, acquisition, expansion, management, conduct,
operation and sale or other disposition of investment.41 In México, national treatment is granted
to foreign investors in almost all economic activities and corporations with the exception of tose
economic activities reserved for the state, Mexicans corporations, those economic activities
where the FIL dictates specific percentages of foreign investment, or those economic activities
that need favorable resolution from the Commission to exceed the percentage. If we consider that
México excluded from chapter 11 the economic activities and corporations mentioned above, as
well as the fact that the FIL did not consider any preferential rights for Mexicans, such as in the
acquisition of already existing Mexican corporations, I could be said that the FIL establishes the
national treatment principle. However, if we consider the provisions of the FIL, the first analysis
that a foreign investor has to make is to determine whether the economic activity or corporation
in which he wants to invest is or is not subject to an special regulation. In this way, the national
treatment concept is not completely applicable by the FIL since a foreign investor first will have
to observe the exception and then the general rule.
B.
Most favored Nation Treatment (“MFNT”).42 The new FIL does not establish this
principle. Nevertheless, according to the constitutional supremacy clause established in article
133, which, by the way, is very similar to its counterpart in the United States Constitution, in
article VI, the MFNT will have to be observed.43
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, Universidad
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Article 133 of the Mexican Constitution reads as follow: “The Constitution, the laws of the congress of the Union
which emanate therefrom, and all treaties made, or which shall be made in accordance therewith by the President of
the Republic, with the approval of the State, shall be the Supreme Law throughout the Union. The judges of each
State shall conform to the said Constitution, the law, and treaties, notwithstanding any contradictory provisions that
may appear in the Constitution or laws of the Stats.” See Mex. Const. supra note 3 art. 133.

Also, NAFTA establishes a minimum standard of treatment which will be in accordance
with international law.44
C.
Performance Requirements. A whole list of prohibitions of performance requirements
as condition for investment is established.45 This prohibition applies to non-NAFTA countries as
well. “Thus. México and Canada no longer can require any investor to export to the United
States, to limit imports of components from the U.S. or to by components from a domesticallyowned supplier instead of a U.S.-owned firm.”46 As mentioned above, the FIL did not consider
the discretionary powers of the Commission established in article 5 and the 17 criteria se tforth in
article 13 of the 1973 FIL.
D.
Expropriation and Compensation. Part of the implemented legislation was to amend the
Expropriation Law. The new amendments dictate that compensation shall be equivalent to the
fair market value and shall be paid within one year following the expropriation declaration in
national territory, without prejudice that the payment of the compensation can be settled in
kind.47
E.
Dispute Settlement. This is the first time México has committed itself to resolve foreign
investment disputes trough the arbitration mechanism.48 The first step in a dispute between an
investor and a NAFTA country is consultation and negotiation. If the parties involved in the
dispute do not reach a settlement, the investor will have the option to choose as a forum for
resolution the host country’s national courts, administrative tribunals or international
arbitration.49
F.
Remittances. Not only México but also the United Stats and Canada committed
themselves not to impose any kind of barriers to the remittance of capital abroad, except when (i)
the host country has problems with its balance of payment and the program is approved by the
International Monetary Fund; (ii) the corporation declares bankruptey; or (iii) the corporation or
the investor has to comply with a judicial order.50
G.
Openness in Economic Activities. México excluded from chapter 11 the strategic areas
reserved for the state,51 the economic activities and corporations reserved for Mexicans or subject
to specific percentage or to the approval of the Commission in order to exceed the percentage
established in the FIL. As it has been mentioned, México has eliminated the 49% foreign
investment-51% national investment rule; therefore, for any economic activity or corporation that
is not established in the categories mentioned above, the foreign investment shall participate
freely in the potential to perform in new economic activities. Furthermore, Méxcio will
44
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At the beginning of the 1990s, México abrogated the Exchange Control Law. See NAFTA supra note 39 art. 1109.
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The strategic areas that are reserved for the Mexican state were maintained by México under NAFTA. However, if
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deregulate certain economic activities to foreign investment through the years. Among these
activities the FIL dictates:
In the reserved activities for Mexican. Foreign investment in international
ground transportation of passengers, tourism and loading between points of the Mexican territory
and the administrative service of bus stations for passengers and auxiliary services will be
permitted in up to 49% of the capital stock of a Mexican corporation in two years, up to 51% in
seven years, and up to 100% in ten years;52
In the activities and acquisitions with specific restrictions. In the manufacturing
and assembling activities of parts, equipment and accessories for the automobile industry, foreign
investment can participate up to 49% in the capital stock of Mexican corporations. However, on
January 1, 1999, investment can be increased to 100%.53 In the rendering of video-text and
switching services in packages, foreign investment can participate up to 49%. But, on July 1,
1995, foreign investment can be increase to 100%;54 and
Activities and corporations that can exceed the percentage through favorable
resolution. Corporations engaged in the construction industry and public works building and
installation can have up to a 49% foreign investment at the moment. However, on January 1,
1999, foreign investment can be increased to 100% of the capital stock of Mexican
corporations.55
In the economic activities and corporations immediately above mentioned foreign
investors will not need authorization from the Commission.

52

See FIL supra note 3 art. Sixth transitory.
The participation of foreign investment in this activity was increased from 40% to 49%.
1973 FIL supra note 4 art. 5(c).
54
See FIL supra note 3 art. eighth transitory.
55
Id. Art. Ninth transitory.
53

Id Art. Seventh transitory;

